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FOREbRD

Increanify state ass)ciation leaders and staff, local teacher groups,
. . .

' and UniSery directors find themselves having to deal with the problems of

N*, nappropriate teacher,evaluation. As most teacher leaders are aware; one

Aspectiof such problems is reflected in attempts to,evaluate teachers or

the basis of student achievement.

The attached paper provides a combination of responses to these prob-

lems -- researchlems--research,findings, technical, problems in using test scores, and other

considerations. It has been prepared by two nationally eminent researchers

in the field. Citing the Soars can serve to increase the credibility of

arguments against the use of student achievemerit for evaluating teachers.

.Their examples should be particular1?-usefui in dialogues with school district

.14

regearch directors, testing and evaluation coordinators, and other admin-
.

,istrators who are committed to using a ypr's growth'in a year As a measure

ofteacher competence.-
,=!

1

- In some other material* we have called to attention the major reasons

why teachers must not be evaluated on the basis of student achievement. Those

reasons complehlent and are suppo ted by the Soar paper and seem worth repeating

herein th t context:

/

1. he tests themselves are inadequate for such purposes. Banesh Hoffman

has put` it well;

April 1971.

There is no generally satisfactory method of evaluating
human abilities an' capabilities.... Rough superficial

,evaluations are of course possible.... But the detection
and evaluation ofother than superficial ability is in-
evitably an art,demanding insight, taste and knowledge.
Current attempts to,,reduce it to a science and then

mechahize it are not only dangerous hut in a profound

,.sense unscientific.1
o

Banesh. "Psychometric Scientism." Phi Delta Kappan 48: 381;

3
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-,%2 The nature of student populations 4is so varied that outcomes are

often more influenced by those variables than by what teachers

0

ii

do. Gene Glass, reminds us:

Nothing short of random assignment of pupils to teachers,'

as an iron-clad administrative necessity will ensure that

the teachers were,in a fair race to produce pupil gains.2.

3. Many of the conditions which measurably affect learning outcomes

are cond .ttions over which teachers have little or no control and

they vary widely among _schools.' Among them are: the number of

students teachers must work with each day; time available to
o

teach; planning time; up- to- dateness of curriculum; appropriateries

of materials and media; students' physical and emotional readines.

for learning;,opportuni.ty for teacher in-:service education; and,

most, important, decision-making power on curriculum matters.

Each of the reasons cited is considered in wig form or-another in the

Soar paper. And even though sortie .of the technical explanations mago

'beyond the.needs of teacher leaders in responding to the issues, they serve'

as backups to comMohl ,held teacher association-positions.

a

. --Bernard H. McKenna
Professionall. Associate
NEA Instruction and Professional Development'

2Glass, Gene V. "Statistical and Measurement Problems in Implementing

the Stull Aet." Mandated Evaluation of Educators: A Conference on California's

Stull Act. ::(Edited by N. L. Gage.) .Washington; D. C.: Education Resources

Division, Capital Publications, 1973. p. 54.

.4
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PROBLEMS IN USING PUPIL OUTCOMES

FOR TEACHER EVALUATION

4

..'r tl
Duri the past few years there has been mounting pressure for

measuring the outcomes of education, with movement toward holding the

teacher, the'school, and the school system "accountableu for ptoducing

the'student learning expected by society. Decreasing enrollments, tighter

budgets, and a general trenA toward cost effectiveness have added to the

pressure.'

Measuring pupil achievement has increasingly been proposed as a way.

of assessing the effeCtivenessof.teaching, and in fact has_ n mandated

by a number of states. This approach is superficially reasonable and
.

attractive but it is fraught with problems which have not been generally

,recognized.

U. L. Mencken once commented, "There's always a well-known solution

to every human problem--neat, plausible and wrong." The use of pupil

achievement as a way of evaluating the leacherdithe schobt, Or the school

System embodies thismisleading simplicity. The solution seems so straight-
;

forward: If the jot, of the teacher-ts-(o promote learning in pupils, then

it seems reasonable to evaldate the teacher. in. terms of ,the amount of learning
.

he produces in his pupils'.

The parallel with theindultrial setting is clear: 'If the job of the

worker is to assemble relays, then it seems reasonable to count the number

5
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of relays th.4'worker assembles and pay:hii.m or her accordingly. But in

applying this procedure to teaching, a number of pro

have not been widely -recognized. The relay aseeMbTer

lems emerge which

receives parts which

are ided1cal (at .least within "very close limits) on wh

forms a prescribed set of operations, also identical.

ich he or she pe -

en the completed

units'leave the assemble , again almost identical from one to another.

But none of this true for the teachers. Pupils ap

classroom diffeLng inability, level of achievement, home

ear in the

ackgpound,

interest, motivation, age--differing in numerous ways. The C

recognize these differences as he or she strives to help indiv

eacher must

idue'l pupils

grow toward their own potential: Consequently, the teaching process will

differ from pupil to pupil. If the teacher has been successful,

will have improved educationally when he or she leaves the classr
.

each will probab y be no more like the others thari when the year b

each pupil

oom but

A major dimension, then, of the problem of evaluating teachers

gen.

in

terms of pupil outcomes is the recognition that what goes on in the Class-

room is not the only, or the most powerful, influence on where a pupil

.

stands in achievement at the end of the year.

Influences Other Than 'the Classroom

Research has shown that the differences pupils bring with them when they

tinter -the clasprodm have significant influence on achievement.
0

Entry level ability (pretest or fall score) and.socioeconomic status

are major determinets of what a pupil's standing will 112 at the end of the

school year. Thdse influences probably are more widely accepted than any

other, but they are highly interrelated, so that one overlaps the other. In

practice theycannot be effectively separated..

6
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The fact that IQ and achievement scones in the fall'ate highlx ,

(elated to spring achievement scores is widely accepted but, seldom docu-
.

o

merited. In a study of 81 fifth-grade clagsgs, Soar and Soar (1973) found

correlations between class averages (means) for fall IQ and sprfng achieve-.

ment ranging from +.85 to +.90, and correlations between fall achievement

and spring achievementsranging from .75 to .85. So the evidence is that

e.
as much as 80 percent of the variation in class averages for pupil

achievement at the end of the year can be accounted for.by pupil char-

0
acteristics which existed at the beginning of the year, characteristics

over which the teacher has no control.

The most extensive data on the influence of socioeconomic status

on pupil achievement were presented in the Coleman Report, and more

recently and more widely reanalyzed' by Mostlper and Moynihan (1972) and

Mayeske, et al. (1972). The studies show that as much as &0 percent of-4c

variation in pupil achievement across schools (equal 'to a correlation of

APIP

about +.90) can be accounted for by these factors.

Beyond these major influences there'are others which help account for

differences in pupil achievement and which should Abe considered. Although

the research on family attitudes and support for learning in the home As not

as extensive as that for pupil ability (pre'test) and social status, it is

consistent in indicating relationships between the educational values held

,

by parents and their children's achievqwgnt in school. Garber and Ware (1972)

found a relation.of +.47 between achievement, and a combined measure of support

for learning in the home for a group of Black and'Spanish-American children.

All students in the sample met federal poverty guidelines, so that, socioeconomic

status as usually measured was, in effect, held constant. The same authovis

cite similar.find,ings from other,studies.
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peer mup attitude, although again the researchis not ex sivb, has

been_ identified as another important factor which can either supp t.or hinder

a pupil's achievement (Anderson, 1970).

Since"there is compelling evidence that a number of influences offer which

the teacher has no control have powerful effects on pupil .Rchievement, it

cannot be expected that a teachdr will have consistent results w ith successi ve

groups of pupils. That is, the teacher will not be equallyeffective in

..1 .

producing.growth.with all grotips because'groups differ so widely. Studies
.:-

. ..

by Rosenshine (1970) and.Brophy (19721, for example, show that on the

.

average only about 10 to 15 percent of the variation in achievement from

group to,group reflects the stable influence of the teacher, as shown by

a median correlation in the low .30's.

As Medley (1974) has pointed o t, and as commonly accepted methods

tp,

L of estimating reliability show (Chr bach, 1960,-p. 131), data from about

twenty classeg would be required,for making reliable decisions about in-,

dividual teachers. Given this requirement necessitating collection of such
4

large amounts of data, using .the measurement of pupil achhaVenient'ts a way

to evaluate teachers is impractical as well as inva lid.

What these findings seem to indicate is that the education of the

pupil is dependent on many conditions in the society, not on the school

alone. When the time the pupil spends in the classroom is compared with

the time he spends under other influences, and when the degree of influence

\or control the teacher can' exercise,is compared with the power of other in-

fluences, thejjimited effect of. the teacher is not surprising.

Because influences other than the teacher make a major 'difference in

how much the child learns is not to say that.. the role of the teacher is

3
4
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unimportant. The teacher is the only formal, in titutionalized input the

society has to.the.education of the child and the transmission of an established'

currid,ulum. And mu of what the;teacher does that contributes constructively

to the child's future abilities, successes, and satisfactions may pot be measured

by currently common achievement instruments. It does say, however,thet the,

teacher's inflUence is limited and that the teacher is most effective when'he
4

or she has the support of other elements in the society.

This whole constellation of other influences is usually not given

considei.ation when measures of pupil achievement are proposed as-the basis

for evaluating teachers. It is reasonable that .these influences are prong,

since they accumulate.over the life of the pupil. It is obvious, than; that

pupil standing at the end Of any school year is a completely inadequate and

ever; misleading measure of the effectivenes2s of the teacher or the school/.

Yet the,tesults of such achievement standings are frequently published by

school oI by school system.

"Standing" versus "Chabget! as Measures of Outcome

"Ac i;vement," which is the most
..

fyequently'used measure of student

),..-learning outcomes, usually refers to the-amount of knowledge a pupil.possesses
' .

at a given point ' his or her "Standing." The'influences cite above show a

strong ration to achievement as used in this sense.

An alternative to measuring achievement standing is to measure "change"

in achievement from-the beginning to the end of the year. When this is done,

the-inf Uences cited are still likely to have an effAt, although to lesser

(it

degree, since change reflects their infruence for ashorter-period ofltime,

A though this alternative,is appealing:as.nother way of evaluati g

tenchi , it rai'ses'still other problems. In a classic volume on the roblems
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f measuring change, Bereiter (1963) commented:.

Although it is commonplace gor research to be stymied
'by some difficulty in experimental methodology, there
are really not many instances in ale behavioral
sciences of promising'westions going unresearched
becduse of deficiencies ih statistical methodology.
Questions dealing with psychological change may well
constitute the most important exceptions. It is only

in relation to such questions that the writer, has
ever heard colleagues admit to having abandoned,majbr
research objectives solely because the statistical
problem seemed to be insurmountable: (p.3)

1
Diff culties in Measuring Change

the fall, score is simply substracted from the spring score so as

to obta n a measure of net change; a new set of subtle but difficult

problen is created. An illustration may serve to identify some of them.

Figure. 1' presents fictitious data froni a group of pupils for whom measures

of IQ from two forms of a test' have been Obtainea 10 days apart: The initial'

IQ's are \plotted on "the baseline and'the second IQ's on the vertical axis.

Afly point in the area outlined by the elipse'represents simultaneously the

IQ of a pupil on each of the testings, and the high and low 10 percent Of

the pupils at each As-f the two times has been, indicated by shOing'and cross
.

hatching.
,

It is clear that the,pupils who ere in an extreme group on th4 first

,1 / 1
.

.....\

kte'tt'werz:fibt
.. tnp.mcist part, in an,extremegroup on the second test.

The blackened areas represent the
.

small,number,of pupils who were, extreme

on both occasions.

At the uppi' er right, the area is sMakl because the pupils who make

the highest sco es at any testing are likely to do so on two bases: (1) they

are bright (ha e high verbal skills), and (2) they are "lucky" (that is, they

511.
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Figure 1. --An Illustration of Regression Effect
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happen to. make 'good guesses on a few items for which they arent t sure of the
. k

a r
t answer, or the items, on this test just happen to be ones f6k. which they know the

.
. \

, answers'. But they are not likely- to be lucky' consistently when another form
V a

of the test is
.

given, and so-on another testing their scores ire likely to be 44

lower. 'Opposite influence's will affe'ct pupils at the lower left end ol the

It
elipse,

Tg'put it another way, i't'the cutti4g point forthe,toi) JO percent is an

IQ of'120, there will be a number of pupils with true IQ's close to 120 who

.
will sometimes be above th.it score on a series of tests and. some0.mes.beiai

it dependim
,

: an ,hdnc, factors. -So some friction of pupils above'120,on

the first test will fall below it on the second. Similarly, some fraction

of, the pupils -scoring below 80 on a first test will be -ab9v4 it on.a-secOnd.
. .

In both cases, extreme pupils have "regressed;" or moved, toward the

mean. This regression effect can be expected whenever prediction is less/
lz

.than parlect, and the extent of the movement 1,i1 depend on the inaccuracy

of the prediction (Lord, 1963). With most psychological or educational
0

,
. .

predictions, the regression' involved. is considerable and tray make 'up a sig-

n'ificant proportion of the total range of scores.

'The point to be stressed from this example has important consequences:
...., .

Since'pupils who/were in the hdttom LO percent the first time were not, for

t

the post part, in that group the s cond time,.they must have moved upward.

Sigilarly, the pupils'tn the top" roue must have mowed downward. That is,

there is. a; ilegatIve relatiOnshiR between initial standing and the direction in

which change is most likely.

As an example of.'this effect, the pupils. who stand highest on an

achievement measure at-the beginning of the school year will probably show.

little if any -increase fn-score -ii the eild of the year, and may even show d
.

40.
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decline. On the other hand, pupils who score lowest at, the beginning..of

the year willprotably show considerable increase. Educators have some'imes

been misled by S'ffect and have assumed that their programs were mbre
? A

.

,ftinctional for', w achievirig pupils than for high. achieving pupils, when in

reality all that was involved was the regression. effect (the statistical
1

.

tendency for .sc es to move tpward the average). Similarly, a group ofpupils
r,

,
placed in a rem dial prdgram because they stand low on a pretest can .pe-dx-

, .

V
-

i
.

pected to show considerable improvement; but again the imirovement may ,be

spurious, as a consequence by the regression effect.

This problem creates real difficulties if pupils are tracked on the

basis df fall scores and teachers are evaluated on the basis of change in

achievement of their pupils. For example, assume that pupils are tested in
.

reading in the falland the lowest third are put in Miss Jones' class, the

middle third in MissSmith's class, and the highest third in Mrs. Williams'

class. We can anticipate that at the end of the year Miss Jones' claSs will

.
show much imprOvement and Miss-Smith's wil ow Modest gain, but Mrs. Williams.

--- ...

will be fortunate .if her pupils show,aJ ny growth at all. The problem is that
-...

- '
s 1

the gain the pupils show is materially affectaby regression effect, so to
1, ,----'"' '.

m ... ,. .,, .,

evaluate the teacher on the basis of pupiltain,t:lould be Manifestly unfair.

There ar,,statistical-procedures fdr.,,,teeMpting to eliminate this effect,
'

. /

but as Bereiter (1963) commented, it is impossible to be cetta

O -.

that appro-

priate,adjustments have been made; and the experelfse to do ev n the best that

. :- , .

Can be done with ,the problem is not widespread: And, of coif p , all
.

the Out-
. '

, ^ ' ;.
.,

/.

of: school influences on achievement standing discussed earlier also influence

.

, .

gain,,,although.to a lesser 4egree. So it'is cleaily inappropriate-to use
.,

,
.

. . , Z4rt, / '1/* "

pupil chan6 as a way-of evaluating teachers wkete ateacher may suffer as a
0

cons.
,

equence of- the error involved.



Teacher Perfo
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nce Tests. A procedure fof evaluating teachers which.

attempts to bypass the problems of change is the performance test or the

evaludtive teaching unit (Flanders, 1974), In it, the teacher teaches a
. OF

prescribed brief unit (sometimes as little as a feW minutes or as much as

two weeks) and pupil knowledge is then tested. The attempt is made to

minimize the problems of measuring gain by teaching material in which pupils

should have. little or no preknowledge, so that all presumably start at

"ground zero." But the *other problems'of using pupil achievement to evaluate

. teachers still apply. In additions there are questions of whether teaCiling

material which does not have to be integrated into previous knowledge re-

quires the same skills as the usual teaching setting and whether such short-
.

term learning generalizes to long-telm learning. Thete

ficulty that the performance of teachers on a unit of a
!=se . / ,

not predict their performances on a two -week unit (McDona

that either can beused t

Even if the measure

satisfactory way of ev

is the final

few minutes does

Id, 1974). Assuming

predict year-long performance then seems risky.

nt of stpnding Or gain in achievement wera a

uatipg teachers, there is still theproblem of

selecting the objeotl es to be measured:

What Object'ves uld Be Measured?

Although su ject matter achieveme t has been the primary focus of:the '

discussion thu far, it is clear tha schools are 'charged with and have

O

actepted som= degree of responsibi ity for many other kinds of pupil grbwth.

. The N d for Multi 'le Measu

attention to the social develo

s. Over a long period "schools have giyen

0

ent and 'the dora values' of pupils. And a

broad v ew of the relationshi$ between school and society suggeStS'that when,

iety, one of the first steps is likely to be toa pro em emerges-in the so

14
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involve the schoql in solving the'problem. Traffic problems led to driver

education; a concern for the loyalty of governmeitt employees led first to

a ban on teaching about communism in the schools and later td the requirement

.thatit be taught; Obblems of drug abuse have led to drug abuse education

fo\ in the schOols; concern about sexual attitudes has led to sex education;

concern for occupational choice has led, to career education in the .schools;

-arid when concern or gregation of the racesbecame pressing for the society,-

the, first and the major attempt to deal with the problem was delegated to

the schools. ,'To evaluate teachers and schools solely on the basis of the

subject matter gains made by pupils grossly under-represents the broad

range of objectives for which teachers andschools have been given some

degree of responsibility. Yet formany of these objectives there are no

measures which are immediately, for same even remotely, available.

Simple Versus Complex Learning. Even within the subject matter realm
:
(

there aw problems which are largely ignored. One
.

of these problems is the

need to'distinguish complex achievement growth from simple growth and to

provide appropriate measurement for each. Memory of facts (rote memory)

falls at the simplest level and complex problem solving,'abstracting, dhd

gederalizing fall at the comple*.level. The distinction is between retrieving

information (memory) and processing information in its varying degrees of
t

complexity. There, is some evidence from a number of studies that the teaching
R

behaviors which are.Asiociated with .greatest growth in simple tasks are different

J.

froa tabse Which are associated with greatest growth in complex tasks (Solomon,

Bezdek; and. Rosenberg, 1963 Soar, 1968; Soar and Soar, 1972, 1973).

Most studies of pupil achievement fail to make thi's distinction; and

the'current stress on criterion-referenced measurement, emphasizing "small-

15
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step",learning, seems likely to ,focus, on simple kinds, of learning .49 Measures

of complex learning are slow and difficult to construct, in contr ast to'.
.... *

,

_ -measures-of simple le7ning, which can be more easily and quickly develTd.'
.

' ,
, .,

Evaluating all subject matter at all grade levels would almost certainly

.

-.require the construction of many hew measures which would likely emphasize

,

simplQinds of achievement, given the ease wlth'which they can be constructed

and the emphasis on criterion- referenced measurement. If teachers were to
. ,

L -

4 be ,evaluated on the basis cf pupil achievement, then, it,seems likely that

the teacher who emphasizes simple learning would be more pOsit vely evaluated

than the teacher who emphasizes more complex learning. This woo ld be an

. unfortunate result.'

A further problem related to the difficulty of measuring complex

tachievement groWth is the likelihood that _some highly valued objectives

9(

grow too slowly to show change within a school year - objectives-such as
4 4

. \
.

. / . . ,

complex problem-solving skills, citizenship, attitudes, learning to get b
, . *

along well with others,' and creative expression. On the, other{ hand, it seems

likely that measures of short-term learning would tend'to emphasize 'simpler

kinds of learning.

Other Problems in the Use of Pupil Outcomes

A desctiption of an application of accountability in England a century

.

ago makes'one of the problems clear 'Oman, 1972). In that setting, teacher l,

werd evaluated on the number of their pupils who attained the minimum level

of achievement expected for the particular.grade. The result was that teachers

concentrated their efforts at the minimum level of pfoficiency, with a eon-

sequent lowering of the quality of instruction:

Another problem of serious. consequence in the use of-pupil measures

1.6
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,

is raised try the 6E0 study-of performance contracting, which found that

the superior achievement of performance contracting programs disappeared
'tea 3

when the teaching was controlled to eliminate the possibility of, teaching

the test (Page, 1972, 1973).., The implication seems clear that, in a
A ,

setting in which financial return follows fromTlyRil achievement, teaching

4 r

the test is likely to occur at least a portion of the time. This is a

very reasonable finding and one,which-is well.nown, even in cages where a
. -

financial return is not involved -- teaching to the Regents Examination,

for example.

A final problem, is the possibility of bias if he teacher is the test

administrator. Even outside test adMinistrators have difficulty not "helping"

puE.ils; but where a teacher is affected personally, it seems possible that

his or her behavior might be influenced; even though unconsciously. This

problem could be dealt with by using only specially trained test administrators,

, but this could be very costly.

Summary

When all these problems in. the use of pupil achievement for teacher'

evaluation are considered, they become overwhelming. The influence of the

teacher is minor compared to out-of-the-classroom influences -- pupil ability,

previous` knowledge, the home, the peer group, motivation, and others. What

the pupil brings to the clas6room in this respect is clearly a much stronger

1
determinant of where he or she will stand at the end of the year than anything that

has been done, in the classroom.. Influences on the development of future
0

achievement measures seem likely to limit them to relatively simple measures

for some time to come. Tests available for Measuring the other objectives for

which the teaciler is to some degree' responsible are relatively few. In addition

to'these problems, there are statistical difficulties in the measurement

of, alp
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a

change which are extremely serious, if not disabling. They are still 'further

exacerbated by the likely problems of teaching the tdSt, of the teacber

giving attentiOn'fprimarily to a small portion of the students, and of ob.:,

taining valid measurement in'the classroom.

Taken all in all,_this is an imp6ing array of difficulties, most of

,which have gone unrecognized when it is proposed'that teachers be evaluated

by ineasuring'the outc&nes of their pupils.
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